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Our Digital Asset Custody Storage solutions are designed to meet the highest security 
standards for the safekeeping of digital assets. We manage cryptographic keys allow-
ing clients to conveniently handle digital assets in a similar way to traditional assets.  
Providing an integrated central access point to traditional and digital assets, SEBA Bank  
is going beyond just storage and offers actual custody. We currently offer Digital Asset 
Custody Storage for BTC, LTC, ETH, XLM, BCH, USDC, UNI, SNX, YFI and are continuously 
expanding our offering.

• Custody Storage Hot for fast availability

• Custody Storage Cold for offline custody storage

• Our Digital Asset Custody Storage solutions can be combined with a Crypto Currency 
Account for trading activities

The Digital Asset Custody Storage offering is complemented by traditional securities custody.

Redefining Finance for the New Economy

Custody Storage Solution  
for Digital Assets
Secure, Convenient
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Crypto Currency Account Custody Storage Hot Custody Storage Cold

Use case Trading Fast availability Offline custody storage

Segregation Non-segregated* Segregated*

Security level Internal multi-signature procedure

Digital assets secured via a hardware security  
module (HSM), hosted in a data centre with  
highest security standards, including backup  
and disaster recovery

Access to private keys 
secured by biometrical
and physical access  
controls to radio frequency
(RF) shielded storage  
facilities with most secure
computer equipment

* In accordance with the prevailing doctrine, SEBA assumes that an address assigned to a single client is considered segregated.

About SEBA Bank
SEBA Bank is a pioneer in the financial in-
dustry, building a progressive technological 
bridge between the digital and tradition-
al asset worlds. Founded in April 2018 and 
headquartered in (Zug) Switzerland, SEBA 
Bank was one of the first financial institutions 
with a focus on digital assets and cryptocur-
rencies to receive a Swiss banking and se-
curities dealer license in August 2019. SEBA 
Bank offers a wide range of banking services 
meeting the highest security and compli-
ance standards. SEBA Bank enables clients 
to invest, safekeep and trade in digital and 
traditional assets as well as borrow against 
these assets and issue tokens – all out of an 
integrated and end-to-end banking platform.

For more information contact us via email on 
clientmangement@seba.swiss or by phone 
on +41 41 552 6490. We look forward getting 
in touch with you. 
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